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Abstract: Prince Lord Prof. PhD PhD Momtchil Dobrev-Halachev and Princess Prof. Mariola Garibova-Dobreva 

developed 2006 “Theory of degree of justice / injustice /“ q  “ Theory of degree of democracy” and “Theory of 

SOCIO-HUMANISMUS” based on their practice in court, prosecutor's office, state and especially the practice of 

Prof. Mariola Garibova-Dobreva as a judge with decades of experience as a civil and criminal judge . Prof. 

Momchil Dobrev co-founded 2003 Theory of Corruption and Theory of Mafia and Theory and Practice of Mafia, 

which contribute to clearing the Theory of the Degree of Justice / Injustice. Based on their scientific practical 

work and International rating organization gave them  the award  WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP 2022 IN LAW. 
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1. Introduction 

Prince Lord Prof. PhD PhD Momtchil Dobrev-Halachev and Princess Prof. Mariola Garibova-DObreva developed 

2006 “Theory of degree of justice / injustice /“ based on their practice in court, prosecutor's office, state and 

especially the practice of Prof. Mariola Garibova-Dobreva as a judge with decades of experience as a civil and 

criminal judge . Prof. Momchil Dobrev co-founded 2003 Theory of Corruption and Theory of Mafia and Theory 

and Practice of Mafia, which contribute to clearing the Theory of the Degree of Justice / Injustice. 

Lord Prof. PhD PhD Momtchil Dobrev-Halachev and Prof. Mariola Garibova-DObreva developed 2006 “Theory 

of degree of democracy” and “Theory of degree of justice / injustice /” based on their practice in court, 

prosecutor's office, state and especially the practice of Prof. Mariola Garibova-Dobreva as a judge for decades 

experience as such as a civil and criminal judge and Prof. Momchil Dobrev participated as an observer in 

various types of elections. Prof. Momchil Dobrev created in 2003 Theory of Corruption and Theory of Mafia 

and Theory and Practice of Mafia, which contribute to clearing the Theory of Democracy . 

Lord Prof. Momchil Dobrev and Lady Prof. Mariola Garibova developed in 2006. Theory of socio-humanism, 

which theory represents a social system of political, social, economic, humanistic management of society that 

opposes the modern capitalism of the global Masonic mafia elite and its deep rule and deep state. 

Theory of socio-humanism puts the government on a new principled basis, both the political governance of a 

country in the modern world and the new economic governance in a country based on the new principled 
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basis, the new governance in the judiciary, the new governance in the ecological system, the social system, the 

system of education, health care, climate and ecology, culture and a system of direct control of the whole 

system - through a system of direct democracy. 

The theory of socio-humanism is a critique of modern global neoliberal capitalism and its structure of 

government both in each country and at the international level and provides a solution for creating a new 

social system - more harmonious and humanistic and centered on man's ecological system. in which he lives. 

Theory of socio-humanism puts new principles the whole government of a country in accordance with the 

ecological system, and the creative, creative qualities of each person, a new economic system, a new social 

system, a new ecological system related to man, a new political system of direct democracy and governance 

through referendums. 

In the year 2001 Lord Prof. Momtchil DObrev developed the Theory of the mafia and Theory of corruption. All 

the both theories has been developed by analyzing the mafia and the corruption all over the wprld. In Bulgaria, 

germany, European Union, and other countires. 

In the year 2010 Lord Prof. Momtchil Dobrev developed the ‘Theory of Mafiotismus’ as a new type of 

government oriented solely in the private interests of individuals and private institutions. 

  

1.1 Introduce the Problem 

The problem of justice / injustice is a major problem in a society. This problem appeared at all levels of 

development and existence, it is managed in one society. This problem appears in the field of state 

administration, in the parliament, in the court, the prosecutor's office, the police, all kinds of state institutions, 

municipal institutions. This problem, when it is huge, destroys a society. 

The problem of the degree of democracy in a country and a society is a major problem in a society. In reality, 

Prof. Momchil Dobrev and Prof. Mariola Garibova-Dobreva believe that the most important consideration of a 

democracy is its DEGREE OF DEMOCRACY. In reality, THE DEGREE OF DEMOCRACY IS THE ONE WHICH GIVES 

THE MOST ACCURATE AND SELECTIVE CLARITY ABOUT DEMOCRACY AND ITS LEVEL IN ONE COUNTRY AND ONE 

SOCIETY. It is precisely the degree of democracy that can and clearly determines the state and level of 

democracy in a country and a society. 

The problem of the crisis of the current capitalist global neoliberal society is enormous and leads to the real 

demise of our civilization. 

Theory of socio-humanism of Prof. Momchil Dobrev and Prof. Mariola Garibova-Dobreva  create a system for a 

new society with new principles of social, political, economic, social, ecological life of the countries on the 

planet Earth. This system of a new society will provide a real rest of civilization and the preservation of this 

civilization. This system completely replaces the capitalist system which is the real cause of the crises of 

society, the creation of inequalities, the robbery of entire countries, peoples, consumers of a global Masonic 

mafia elite that governs countries all over the world through a deep government and a deep state. 

 

2. Research methods 

Research methods of analysis, inspection, control, of laws, their implementation by judges, prosecutors, 

statesmen, ministers, prime ministers, state and municipal officials and others. 

- Analysis of the laws of a country. 

- Analysis of all authorities in a country - judicial, legislative, executive 

- Analysis of the implementation of the laws of a country 

- Analysis of managed public resources 

- Analysis of the existence of corruption and mafia in the judiciary, in the state system. 

- Analysis of the work of the prosecutor's office as a guarantor of the existence and development of mafia. 

- Analysis of the judiciary - laws, judges, selection of judges, development of judges, violations of judges, 

disciplinary and other liability of judges, prosecutors, investigators 

- Analysis of governance in a country and a society 

- Analysis of public resource management 

- Analysis of democracies in the world 

- Analysis of political systems 
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- Analysis of the economic system in the world 

 

3. Princess Lady Prof. Mariola Garibova-Dobreva’s  and Prince Lord Prof. Momtchil DObrev-

Halachev’s  THEORY OF THE DEGREE OF JUSTICE / INJUSTICE - LAG OF JUSTICE 

Injustice at global, national, religious, level, 

When the degree of injustice reaches a critical point - a lag of injustice - the first lag, the country or people 

concerned, or the relevant decision of a judge is against the law and is evidence of mafia and corruption perish 

and disappear. 

Corruption violates every law and does not bear any responsibility. 

The degree of injustice is directly dependent on the degree of corruption. 

Degradation of legal consciousness. 

Non-compliance with the law becomes a legal and moral norm in a country. In the United States, for example, 

this was evidenced by judges' decisions regarding election irregularities in the United States 2020. 

Moral degradation of judges, of prosecutors is moral. 

The norm is the criminal model of consciousness. 

Vices become virtues, virtues the object of ridicule and ridicule and mockery. 

Demographic restructuring. 

Growing inefficiency of social functions the growth of impoverishment 

   

DEGREE OF INJUSTICE/JUSTICE  - depends on the degree of MAFIOTISM in a society, the degree of corruption 

among law enforcement agencies and those involved in passing laws, the degree of trust of civil society in all 

participants in government - court, state prosecutor's office, how and whether judges and prosecutors obey 

the law, enforce the law, enforce the law, fail to enforce, break the law 

 prosecutor's office, state, municipalities. 

The DEGREE OF DEMOCRACIZATION OF A SOCIETY depends on the respective DEGREE OF UNJUSTICE / 

JUSTICE. 

 

FORMULA JISTICE / INJUSTICE: 

JUSTICE / INJUSTICE = POWER + Influence + Relationships + Interests + MONEY / AND + Mafia structure / 

internal or external / + Monopoly rights / rights + laws / rules / practices / procedures + possibility to make 

an alternative decision - Obligation - Responsibility - morality ethics - observance / application / 

implementation of the law by judges / prosecutors / statesmen - Control / Sanctions - Corruption - 

Mafiaization - TRUST / DEGREE OF TRUST. 

 

WHAT DEPENDS ON INJUSTICE / JUSTICE IN THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM: 

DEGREE OF LEGALITY - LAWS ADOPTED 

LEVEL OF APPLICATION OF LAWS 

DEGREE OF DUALITY OF LAW ENFORCEMENT 

DEGREE OF DUALITY OF LAWS ADOPTED 

DEGREE OF CONFRONTATION AND CONTRADICTION OF THE LAWS ADOPTED WITH THE BASIC LAW OF 

DEGREE OF CONTROL OF JUDGMENTS 

DEGREE OF EQUALITY 

DEGREE OF CONTROL OF ENFORCEMENT OF THE LAW BY JUDGES 

DEGREE OF CONTROL OF IMPLEMENTATION OF THE LAW BY PROSECUTORS 

LEVEL OF CONTROL OF ENFORCEMENT OF LAWS BY GOVERNMENT, MINISTERS, 

LEVEL OF CONTROL OF ENFORCEMENT OF LAWS BY MUNICIPAL / LOCAL AUTHORITIES 

DEGREE OF CONTROL OF IMPLEMENTATION OF LAWS BY MINISTERS AND PRIME MINISTERS BY THE 

PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE 

DEGREE OF DEPENDENCE OF THE PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE ON THE EXECUTIVE POWER 

DEGREE OF DEPENDENCE OF THE PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE FROM THE MAFIA IN ITS BENEFIT 
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DEGREE OF DEPENDENCE OF MAFIA JUDGES 

DEGREE OF BREACH OF LAWS BY JUDGES 

DEGREE OF IMPUNITY OF JUDGES 

DEGREE OF IMPUNITY OF PROSECUTORS 

LEVEL OF IMPUNITY OF CITIZENS 

DEGREE OF CONTROL OF JUDGMENTS FROM THE EVIDENCE 

DEGREE OF CONTROL OF JUDGMENTS - IMPACTED PRACTICE 

DEGREE OF NON-ENFORCEMENT OF JUDGMENTS BY JUDGES 

DEGREE OF NON-COMPLIANCE OF DIRECTIVE ORDINANTS BY JUDGES 

DEGREE OF NON-ENFORCEMENT OF JUDGMENTS 

LEVEL OF NON-APPLICATION OF JUDGMENTS 

DEGREE OF VIOLATION OF JUDGMENTS 

DEGREE OF NON - COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS 

LEVEL OF NON - APPLICATION OF LAWS 

DEGREE OF BREACH OF LAWS 

DEGREE OF MAFIOTIZATION OF THE COURT 

DEGREE OF MAFIOTIZATION OF THE PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE 

DEGREE OF MAFIOTIZATION OF THE STATE APPARATUS 

DEGREE OF MAFIONIZATION IN THE LOCAL MUNICIPAL APPARATUS 

DEGREE OF IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONSTITUTION 

LEVEL OF EXERCISE OF BASIC CIVIL RIGHTS 

DEGREE OF CONFRONTATION BETWEEN DIFFERENT GROUPS OF PEOPLE 

DEGREE OF CONFRONTATION ON RELIGIOUS BASIS 

DEGREE OF CONFRONTATION ON A CULTURAL BASIS 

DEGREE OF CONFRONTATION AT EDUCATIONAL LEVEL - CENSUS 

DEGREE OF CONFRONTATION OF COMMUNITY NJVZH 

DEGREE OF CONFRONTATION AT BUSINESS LEVEL - MONOPOLY, OLIGOPOL AND OTHERS 

DEGREE OF CORRUPTION WITH JUDGES 

DEGREE OF CORRUPTION WITH PROSECUTORS 

LEVEL OF CORRUPTION WITH STATES / MUNICIPAL 

DEGREE OF THE MAFIA 

 

There is a very rapid improvement in the financial situation of judges and prosecutors close to the government 

and the mafia. This only happens in three to four years. Judges and prosecutors buy homes with bank loans, 

just to cover up their extra income as judges - mostly unproven. The proof of the existence of corrupt practices 

and the receipt of bribes from judges is the fact that in just two or three years judges and prosecutors repay 

the loans taken by banking institutions for the purchase of their apartments. An analysis of income proves that 

it is practically impossible with their income as judges or prosecutors to pay their mortgages to banking 

institutions in just two or three years. 

The struggle for who to become a judge or prosecutor in Bulgaria is growing in size that is not observed in any 

profession in Bulgaria. On the contrary, in Western countries, young people prefer to gain experience and 

become lawyers, and only after solving their material needs do they turn to the judicial profession. It is even a 

concrete fact that judges in the Western countries become persons with many years of experience as lawyers 

and at the age of 40-50. 

 

There are cases of acquiring property for millions of levs as prosecutor Balev - a house worth a million levs, 

judges from the Supreme Court of Cassation, the Sofia City Court, criminal judges in just two or three years 

acquire studios for 130,000 euros, then become chairmen of the Specialized Courts - where corruption and the 

mafia in the country need to be investigated, not just criminal groups. 
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Judicial practice is that: According to a survey, up to 89 percent of cases are bought. There are cases when the 

judge himself demands money from the parties. And which party gave more money in favor of that country, 

the relevant decision is made. 

 

According to a study, judges want bribes as follows: 

- 28% in person ( 

- 33% of relatives and relatives 

- 19% through other magistrates 

- 29% through forging 

- Only 2% no answer. 

It is a common practice for a magistrate in court to have a relative lawyer through whom the bribery is 

negotiated. 

It is also a common corrupt practice that whole families are judges in the courts. For example, Judges NEchevi - 

a family member in the Sofia City Court, Judge Valkov and - a judge in the Sofia City Court, his wife a judge in 

the SRS 

Judges in the Supreme Court of Cassation - families, relatives 

    

An element of the judiciary is corruption. 

Among prosecutors, 33% told a lawyer openly about informal talks to clarify the amount of the bribe. 

Judicial officers sought 43% seeking benefits with the help of lawyers. 

In 78% of cases, lawyers received hints of money and services. 

   

99% of the lawyers are aware of the schemes with the mechanisms, the ways of the corrupt practice. 

In examinations and anonymous examinations, how many and in what way and how often do judges take 

bribes, regardless of the amount and type of results: 

- Very often - 13% 

- Often - 16.8% 

- Not very often - 13.2% 

- Rarely - 16.4% 

- Never - 3% 

- 

- The practice of offering high-value cracks - or a gift. 

The corrupt practice of judges in cases filed against Banking institutions, insurance companies, financial 

companies offering fast loans - corruption is almost 99.9%. Decisions are made in violation of practical 

directives of the European Commission, 

There is protection for judges at all levels in cases brought against Baku and financial institutions 

There is protection of judges at all levels in cases filed against actions of persons from the Ministry of Interior, 

various state institutions. 

 

There are courts that decide professionally on cases filed against the Council of Ministers, ministries, the 

National Revenue Agency and other institutions - the ADMINISTRATIVE COURTS. 

The chairmen of the administrative courts are appointed by the protections of the executive power - the prime 

minister. The former chairman of the Supreme Administrative Court G. Kolev is close to the Prime Minister of 

the Republic of Bulgaria - Boyko Borissov. 

Corruption practices in the courts: deliberate distribution of judges in court cases. 

Examples of high-level corruption - Deputy Chairman of the Supreme Court of Cassation Vlahov issued an 

order appointing judges to hear cases without using the random distribution of court cases. 

POSTPONEMENT OF CASES 

VIOLATION OF LAWS in court cases in favor of the MAFIA and persons and companies belonging to the mafia. 

THE PRACTICE to issue insane acts in violation of any laws. 
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PRACTICE of judges belonging to the mafia is to issue such acts with such arguments and motives, completely 

insane, using the veiling of motives, meaningless philolofization of legal norms, creation of PERSONAL CPC by 

judges - in violation of CPC. 

 

PROCEDURES FOR LEGALIZATION OF MAFIA ORDERS IN COURT AND PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE, COUNTRY 

The procedure by which the relevant order from the mafia for theft of property, factory, company, etc. is 

legalized is the following: 

          1. In case of a lawsuit - through the court. In the first instance, a decision is made in favor of the contract, 

even if it is absurd, a super-petitum - the legal grounds are changed, indisputable evidence is not treated, 

indisputable evidence is treated deliberately, indisputable evidence is not treated at all, false testimony is 

treated indications. The relevant decision is upheld at second instance. The decision of the second instance is 

upheld at the third instance - the Supreme Court of Cassation. Everything is legal. 

           2. Upon a complaint to the prosecutor's office. At first instance, the prosecutor's office does not even 

consider evidence at all, but writes a link decree for refusal of formation, although there is indisputable 

evidence of fraud, theft, possession on a particularly large scale, use of documents with false content, 

preparation of documents with incorrect content - notarial deeds and others. It is confirmed at second 

instance. At the third instance, the Supreme Cassation Prosecutor's Office confirmed the second instance. 

            3. In the country. Adoption of a law to legalize theft, crime, fraud. Last concrete example. The amnesty 

law on crimes committed by civil servants and others - ministers and others. 

              Examples of the mafia in the judiciary are some of the following: - a judge from the Sofia City Court 

goes to his colleague a judge from the SRS, with whom they worked in an office in the SRS and carries a civil or 

criminal case and states who his people are - be it the plaintiff or the defendant, - Judge of SRS instructs a 

judge of SRS criminal college to bring a completely healthy person into the insane asylum, - Chairman of SRS 

despite the application of indisputable evidence of violations of a judge of SRS does not comply with the 

Judiciary Act and does not take any measures for punishment or dismissal of a guilty judge, - President of a 

court orders judges from the court entrusted to him to terminate cases conducted by a group of people, 

companies or other or the respective plaintiffs to lose them - the decision of judges who executed the order 

and issuing a court decision i.e. complete absurdity, -President of the Supreme Court despite the attached 

evidence of mafia and crimes committed by judges of his court does not take any action to fulfill its legal 

obligations to dismiss guilty judges, -President of the Supreme Court executes an order of the executive with 

the region In order for a company to lose a case for tens of millions of levs, - The President of the Supreme 

Court, although they attach evidence of crimes to him, how his subordinate judges "legally" steal property 

from their real owners and donate it to a third party for zero pennies, does not take any action. actions, -The 

President of a court orders a criminal judge to convict an innocent citizen, -The President of a court orders and 

actually commits crimes in favor of a large company, -The President of a court commits himself to losing cases 

against a municipality to injured plaintiffs, The President of the Court is committed to the execution of orders 

of the executive branch and to actually suffer damages - President of the court committed himself to banking 

institutions, insurance companies suffered to lose cases against the institutions, - President of the court 

committed a completely absurd decision of the first instance to be confirmed by judges of his second instance, 

-President of the Supreme Court conceals committed crimes by his subordinate judges, as they have made 

orders, -President of the Supreme Court conceals crimes committed by his subordinate judges ruled in favor of 

the mafia and a militant group against a victim of theft, -President of the Supreme Court despite his 

specialization in criminal law conceals crimes committed by his subordinate judges. 

 

AREAS OF DISTRIBUTION OF INJUSTICE 

Injustice can be detected in court, prosecutor's office, state, ministers, executive institutions, regulatory 

bodies, controlling bodies, bodies protecting and controlling the rights and freedoms of citizens, personal data, 

discrimination, executive services. 

They depend on the mafiaization of a society, on practices, traditions, political and economic development, the 

specifics of a society, the socio-cultural environment, laws, morals, rules, norms, morals and ethics of behavior 

of citizens, judges, prosecutors, statesmen, employees and others. 
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Areas of manifestation of corruption are: 

1. The sphere of state administration. This includes government, government departments, and institutions, 

local governments, and others. 

2. The sphere of politics-. This includes parliament, political parties, trade unions, movements, business and 

non-profit associations. Adoption of laws that are unconstitutional and the basic law protecting rights. 

3. The sphere of the judicial system / judges / prosecutors / investigators 

4. The sphere of law enforcement institutions / prosecutor's office, investigation services, police / 

5. The sphere of public services - healthcare, education, social assistance and others. 

6. The sphere of the private sector - business organizations, companies both local and international, global and 

transnational. 

7. The field of media / radio, television, newspapers, magazines and other media / 

8. The sphere of the “civil sector” / civil associations, non-governmental organizations and others / 

 

Justice / injustice is mostly characteristic of the public sector, but it is also found in the private sector. 

Justice / injustice depends on the mafiaization of a society, on corruption and the degree of corruption in a 

society. 

 

FORMS OF INJUSTICE / JUSTICE IN THE PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 

The forms of injustice / fairness in public administration are the following: 

1. Failure to comply with a lawful request by a person entitled to do so by an employee of the relevant 

administration. Manifesting in open refusal, tacit refusal and others. 

2. When the government or the respective administration, body, institution is a seller and does not fulfill the 

law, it violates the law, not applied by the law. 

3. When the government or the respective administration, body, institution is a buyer or consumer of certain 

services and does not fulfill the law, it violates the law, does not apply the law. 

4. When state and other institutions - municipal carry out right-wing transactions, and do not comply with 

the law, violate the law, do not apply the law. 

5. When the executive power controls financial and credit institutions, companies with licenses, companies 

with concessions, permits and others, and does not comply with the law, violates the law, does not apply 

the law. 

6. When the executive power distributes limited funds, subsidies, grants, investments, social payments and 

others and does not comply with the law, it violates the law, does not apply the law. 

7. When there is a service for granting and permitting specific activities, permits, licenses and other regimes 

for performing a certain specific activity and does not comply with the law, violates the law, does not 

apply the law 

8. When collecting taxes, fees, duties - does not comply with the law, violates the law, violates the law, does 

not apply the law 

9. When collecting fines, sanctions - does not comply with the law, violates the law, violates the law, does 

not apply the law 

10. When state and other types of employees are authorized and authorized to perform control functions and 

to sanction third parties or companies in case of non-compliance and do not comply with the law, do not 

apply the law, violate the law, violate the law in favor of private interests. 

11. When government or other types of employees have important inside information and do not comply 

with the law, do not apply the law, violate the law in someone's private interests 

12. When there is non-transparency in decision-making and implementation of a decision or choice of 

decision. 

     

JUSTICE / INJUSTICE IN THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM 

The monopoly on the judiciary and the maintenance of public order is the most important prerequisite for the 

generation of corrupt practices in the judiciary and the police. 
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An important factor is the inaccuracy, incompleteness, the presence of gaps in the relevant laws, regulations, 

procedures, deadlines, inconsistency of laws, inaccuracy of procedures, violation of procedures and deadlines 

in the judiciary, the feeling of impunity by magistrates, police, prosecutors, investigators. 

Corruption in the judiciary and the police is the most important factor in the spread, imposition, growth of 

corruption throughout the public sector. 

It generates a sense of impunity for corrupt officials, a sense of injustice among the oppressed, a sense of a 

double standard of laws for different segments and groups of people. 

 

THE SPECIFICITY OF JUSTICE / CORRUPTION IN THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM 

1. The monopoly of knowledge and skills. 

2. Existence of omissions, inconsistencies between different laws. 

3. Failure to comply with deadlines and procedures in court proceedings. 

4. Personnel crisis in the judiciary. The promotion of junior judges, relatives of senior judges, prosecutors 

known to senior judges and prosecutors, etc. 

5. Crisis in the objective appointment and promotion of judges, prosecutors, investigators. There is political 

influence here, as well as influence from the executive branch. 

6. Simultaneous action of incompatible legal norms 

7. Existence of a practical lack of responsibility and responsibility for poorly done work, for an illegal decision. 

8. Lack of clear rules for assessing the professional qualities of employees. 

9. Lack of professional traditions. 

10. Lack of limitation of competencies. 

 

Other areas of corruption - in politics, the economy and the public sector - will not be addressed in this report. 

 

MANIFESTATIONS OF CORRUPTION ACTION LEADING TO INJUSTICE in judges, prosecutors, state / municipal 

officials 

The following manifestations of corruption and behavior in judges, prosecutors, tax officials, police officers, 

civil servants are based on a study of over 137 cases and cases in these areas. 

 

Manifestations before a judge: 

1. interest, 2. incompetence, 3 alleged incompetence, 4 kinship 

bias, 5 official bias, 6 judicial solidarity, 7 inaction, 8 delayed action, 9 regional bias - bias towards a fellow 

citizen - the region, the city, 10 bias towards relatives by services, etc., 11 bribes, 12 court proceedings not 

according to establishments member, and on another or non-existing in the respective claim, 13 “nagging” - 

finding any non-existent reasons for delaying the case or leaving it without motion, 14 others. 

 

Manifestations at the prosecutor's office: 

1. interest, 2 incompetence, 3 bias, 4 imaginary incompetence, 5 

kinship bias, 6 official bias, 7 prosecutorial solidarity, 8 bias towards a fellow citizen, 9 bias towards relatives in 

the line of services and others, 10 bribery, 11 inaction, 12 others. 

 

Manifestation with state / municipal / tax officials: 

1. inaction, 2 taking an alternative decision, 3 delaying the decision. 

4 bribes, 5 issuance of inside information, 6 tenders, privatization, 7 others. 

 

4. Princess Lady Prof. Mariola Garibova-Dobreva’s  and Prince Lord Prof. Momtchil DObrev-

Halachev’s  THEORY of DEGREE OF DEMOCRACY,   Corruption Formula, Mafia Formula, Mafia 

Formula, Confidence Formula, Truth Formula. 
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FORMULA of DEGREE OF DEMOCRACY / 2006 

DEMOCRACY = POWER - Influence - Relationships - Interests - ORDER / AND - Mafia / mafia structure / 

internal or external / - Monopoly rights + laws / rules / practices / procedures // freedoms // - possibility to 

make an alternative decision - Obligation - Responsibility - morality / ethics - observance / application / 

enforcement of the law by judges / prosecutors / statesmen - Control / Sanction - corruption / corrupt 

practices - information - manipulation - society structure - economy - inequality + obligations - Justice / 

injustice - Trust / Degree of trust 

 

The DEGREE OF DEMOCRACIZATION OF A SOCIETY depends on the respective DEGREE OF UNJUSTICE / 

JUSTICE. 

 

CORRUPTION FORMULA / 2001 - Theory of Corruption - Prof. Momchil Dobrev 

         Corruption = Monopoly rights / rights + laws / rules / practices / procedures + possibility to make an 

alternative decision - obligation - responsibility - morality / ethics. 

 

MAFIA FORMULA - 2001 - Mafia Theory - Prof. Momchil Dobrev 

             MAFIA = Power + Influence + Relationships + Interests + ORDER / AND + Mafia-structured structure / 

internal or external structure / + Monopoly rights / rights + laws / rules / practices / procedures + possibility 

to make an alternative decision - obligation - responsibility - morality / ethics . 

 

FORMULA OF MAFIOTISM - 2001 - Theory of Mafiaism - Prof. Momchil Dobrev 

 

MAFIOTISMUS = PERSONAL Power / on the top of the state institutions / state and etc./ + Influence + 

Connections / to personal, private companies + Interests / personal, private, corporative / + ORDER / 

ORDERS + Personal Management of all state neveaus + Personal Control of all state niveausMafia structure / 

inside of or outside / + Monopolity Riegths + laws / rules / practices / procedures + possibility of taking an 

alternative decision - obligation - responsibilities - morality / ethics + Personal management and personal 

control of Distribution of public state monetary and another resource. 

 

 

DEMOCRACY depends on the following factors and the degree of their development in society: 

Important factors for governance in a country: 

- Population structure and its role 

- The official doctrines 

- The structure of society 

- The characteristics of the elite 

- The institutions of power 

- The type of economy 

- Theories of ownership 

- The attitude to the law and 

- The judicial system 

- The attitude to knowledge 

- Information and dissemination of information, 

- The attitude to politics 

- Population inequality 

- The structure of the population of cultural, social, political, ideological, ethnic significance 

  Fundamental rights 

  Inequality in society 

  The middle class 

  Values, morals, identities, cultural models 

  LAWS 
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BASIC LAW - constitution or others 

FUNDAMENTAL HUMAN RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS 

OBLIGATIONS under the laws 

 

DEMOCRACY AND THE DEGREE OF DEMOCRACY DEPEND ON THE FOLLOWING FACTORS AND THEIR DEGREES 

AS FOLLOWS / short description /: 

 

MANAGEMENT 

Degree of transparent governance in the country 

Degree of government in the country in favor of third parties 

Degree of government in the state in favor of the oligarchy 

Degree of taxation in favor of the oligarchy 

Degree of utilization of public resource for the benefit of third parties 

Degree of utilization of public resource in public procurement in favor of a specific third party 

Degree of uncontrolled spending of public resources 

Degree of lack of control over corrupt decisions 

 

PARLIAMENT 

Degree of dependence on the oligarchy 

Degree of dependence on the mafia 

Degree of disregard / non-application / non-compliance with the laws 

Degree of adoption of laws in violation of the public interest 

Degree of adoption of laws in violation of the Constitution 

Degree of passing laws in favor of the oligarchy 

Degree of adoption of laws violating human rights 

Degree of dependence on different interests / lobbying 

 

JUDICIARY 

WHAT DEPENDS ON INJUSTICE / JUSTICE IN THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM: 

      DEGREE OF LEGALITY - LAWS ADOPTED 

      LEVEL OF APPLICATION OF LAWS 

      DEGREE OF DUALITY OF LAW ENFORCEMENT 

      DEGREE OF DUALITY OF LAWS ADOPTED 

      DEGREE OF CONFRONTATION AND CONTRADICTION OF THE LAWS ADOPTED WITH THE BASIC LAW OF 

     DEGREE OF CONTROL OF JUDGMENTS 

      DEGREE OF EQUALITY 

      DEGREE OF CONTROL OF ENFORCEMENT OF THE LAW BY JUDGES 

      DEGREE OF CONTROL OF IMPLEMENTATION OF THE LAW BY PROSECUTORS 

      DEGREE OF CONTROL OF IMPLEMENTATION OF LAWS BY GOVERNMENT, MINISTERS, 

      LEVEL OF CONTROL OF ENFORCEMENT OF LAWS BY MUNICIPAL / LOCAL AUTHORITIES 

LEVEL OF CONTROL OF IMPLEMENTATION OF LAWS BY MINISTERS AND PRIME MINISTERS BY THE 

PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE 

      DEGREE OF DEPENDENCE OF THE PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE ON THE EXECUTIVE POWER 

      DEGREE OF DEPENDENCE OF THE PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE FROM THE MAFIA IN ITS BENEFIT 

      DEGREE OF DEPENDENCE OF MAFIA JUDGES 

      DEGREE OF BREACH OF LAWS BY JUDGES 

      DEGREE OF IMPUNITY OF JUDGES 

      DEGREE OF IMPUNITY OF PROSECUTORS 

      LEVEL OF IMPUNITY OF CITIZENS 

      DEGREE OF CONTROL OF JUDGMENTS FROM THE EVIDENCE 

     DEGREE OF CONTROL OF JUDGMENTS - IMPACTED PRACTICE 
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     DEGREE OF NON-ENFORCEMENT OF JUDGMENTS BY JUDGES 

     DEGREE OF NON-COMPLIANCE OF DIRECTIVE ORDINANTS BY JUDGES 

     DEGREE OF NON-ENFORCEMENT OF JUDGMENTS 

     LEVEL OF NON-APPLICATION OF JUDGMENTS 

     DEGREE OF VIOLATION OF JUDGMENTS 

     DEGREE OF NON - COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS 

      LEVEL OF NON - APPLICATION OF LAWS 

     DEGREE OF BREACH OF LAWS 

     DEGREE OF MAFIOTIZATION OF THE COURT 

     DEGREE OF MAFIOTIZATION OF THE PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE 

     DEGREE OF MAFIOTIZATION OF THE STATE APPARATUS 

     DEGREE OF MAFIONIZATION IN THE LOCAL MUNICIPAL APPARATUS 

     DEGREE OF IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONSTITUTION 

 

HUMAN RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS 

LEVEL OF EXERCISE OF BASIC CIVIL RIGHTS 

DEGREE OF CONFRONTATION BETWEEN DIFFERENT GROUPS OF PEOPLE 

DEGREE OF CONFRONTATION ON RELIGIOUS BASIS 

DEGREE OF CONFRONTATION ON A CULTURAL BASIS 

DEGREE OF CONFRONTATION AT EDUCATIONAL LEVEL - CENSUS 

DEGREE OF CONFRONTATION AT THE PUBLIC LEVEL 

DEGREE OF CONFRONTATION AT SOCIAL LEVEL 

DEGREE OF CONFRONTATION AT BUSINESS LEVEL - MONOPOLY, OLIGOPOL AND OTHERS 

 

CORRUPTION 

     DEGREE OF CORRUPTION WITH JUDGES 

     DEGREE OF CORRUPTION WITH PROSECUTORS 

     DEGREE OF CORRUPTION WITH STATES / MUNICIPAL / MINISTERS / PRIME MINISTERS 

     DEGREE OF MAFIA AND MAFIOTISM IN A COUNTRY 

 

HUMAN RIGHTS 

    DEGREE OF RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS 

    LEVEL OF IMPLEMENTATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS LAWS 

    DEGREE OF 

 

ELECTIONS 

     DEGREE OF EDUCATION OF VOTERS 

     LEVEL OF EDUCATION - SECONDARY EDUCATION 

     LEVEL OF PARTICIPATION OF MINORITIES WITH LOW EDUCATION 

     LEVEL OF PARTICIPATION OF LOW-INCOME MINORITIES 

     LEVEL OF PARTICIPATION OF MIDDLE INCOME PEOPLE 

     LEVEL OF PARTICIPATION OF LOW INCOME PEOPLE 

     DEGREE OF ELECTION FALSIFICATION 

     METHODS USED TO FALSE THE ELECTIONS 

      

INEQUALITIES and ELECTIONS 

     LEVEL OF PROFIT OF THE POPULATION 

     LEVEL OF PARTICIPATION OF CITIZENS IN ELECTIONS / BY AGE / 

     LEVEL OF PARTICIPATION OF CITIZENS IN ELECTIONS / BY INCOME / 

     LEVEL OF PARTICIPATION OF CITIZENS IN ELECTIONS / BY EDUCATION / 
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IMPLEMENTATION OF LAWS BY GOVERNMENT 

     DEGREE OF IMPLEMENTATION OF LAWS BY MINISTERS 

     DEGREE OF IMPLEMENTATION OF LAWS BY THE PRIME MINISTER 

     DEGREE OF VIOLATION OF THE LAWS BY MINISTERS 

     DEGREE OF VIOLATION OF LAWS BY THE PRIME MINISTER 

 

DEGREE OF VALUE SYSTEMS / MORALS 

- Personal value system 

- Spiritual value system public values 

- Career value system 

- Family value system 

- Cultural value system 

- Social value system 

 

INEQUALITY IN SOCIETY 

LEVEL OF SOCIAL UNEQUALITY / depending on education / 

DEGREE OF SOCIAL INEQUALITY / depending on secondary education 

DEGREE OF SOCIAL INEQUALITY / depending on higher education / 

DEGREE OF SOCIAL INEQUALITY / depending on age / 

DEGREE OF SOCIAL INEQUALITY / depending on income / 

DEGREE OF SOCIAL INEQUALITY / depending on religion 

DEGREE OF SOCIAL INEQUALITY / depending on the culture 

DEGREE OF SOCIAL INEQUALITY / depending on the minority / 

DEGREE OF SOCIAL INEQUALITY / depending on 

 

MORALS AND DEGREE OF MORALS 

Morality is the distinction between intentions, decisions, and actions against those that are good and right 

and those that are wrong and bad. Morality is an essential part of the standards and principles that are 

derived from the guild's code of ethics in a democratic society. 

           

Degree of Morality - "honesty", "integrity", "justice", "kindness", "rightness". 

However, moral norms and principles in a democracy are uniform, although there are different moral 

systems. 

After the law, morality is the second source of law in countries that have adopted the continental legal 

system. If such a morality with the respective qualities is missing, then there is no right and the law is not 

realized, is not realized, and is not fulfilled. 

Ethics, on the other hand, is a branch of philosophy that deals with moral issues. Ethics includes and 

encompasses the moral principles of a society, culture, person, group. 

 

Morality is limited as a system of duty, obligation, principles of conduct, justice. 

On the other hand, morality contains a value system. This value system is a set of ethical values of a person, 

organization, society, group, which represent a standard for human behavior in all situations - group, family, 

society. 

 

Manifestations before judges of corruption / lawlessness / mafia: 

1. Degree of interest, 

2. degree of incompetence, 

3 degree of alleged incompetence, 

4 degree of kinship, 

5 degree of official bias, 

6 degree of judicial solidarity, 
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7 degree of inaction, 

8 degree of delayed action, 

9 degree of regional bias - bias towards fellow citizens - the region, the city, 

10 degree of bias towards related services and others, 

11 degree of bribery, 

12 degree of resolving a court case not according to the established member, but according to another or non-

existent in the respective claim, 

13 degree of "nagging" - finding any non-existent reasons to linger in the case or leave without movement, 

14 Degree of interest of the judge in the relevant decision in a case 

15. Degree of interest by a third party of the decision in one case 

16. Degree of interest of a senior manager in the court of a specific decision 

17. Degree of implementation of the law by a judge 

18. Degree of proper application by a judge 

19. Degree of correct interpretation of a law by a judge 

20. Degree of violation of the law by a judge 

  

Manifestations at the prosecutor's office: 

1. Degree of interest, 

2 Degree of incompetence, 

3 Degree of bias, 

4 Degree of alleged incompetence, 

5 Degree of kinship, 

6 Degree of service bias, 

7 Degree of prosecutorial solidarity, 

8 Degree of bias towards the citizen, 

9 Degree of bias towards related services and others, 

10 Degree to bribe, 

11 Degree of inaction, 

12 others. 

 

Manifestation with state / municipal / tax officials: 

1. Degree of inaction, 

2 Degree of taking alter 

3 Degree of delay in decision-making. 

4 Degree to bribe, 

5 Degree of issuance of inside information, 

6 Degree of interest in tenders, privatization, 

7 others. 

 

MAFIOTIZATION 

  1. Degree of mafiaization in the field of state administration. This includes government, government 

departments, and institutions, local governments, and others, 

   2. Degree of mafiaization of the sphere of politics-. This includes parliament, political parties, trade unions, 

movements, business and non-profit associations, 

   3. Degree of mafiaization of the sphere of the judiciary / judges /, - 

   4. Degree of mafiaization in the field of law enforcement institutions / prosecution, investigation services, 

police /, - 

   5. Degree of mafiaization in the field of public services - health care, education, social assistance, etc. 

   6. Degree of mafiaisation in the private sector, - 

   7. Degree of mafiaization in the field of media / radio, television, newspapers, magazines and other media /, - 
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   8.Degree of mafiotization in the sphere of the “civil sector” / civil associations, non-governmental 

organizations and others / 

 

INEQUALITY IN SOCIETY 

LEVEL OF SOCIAL UNEQUALITY / depending on education / 

DEGREE OF SOCIAL INEQUALITY / depending on secondary education 

DEGREE OF SOCIAL INEQUALITY / depending on higher education / 

DEGREE OF SOCIAL INEQUALITY / depending on age / 

DEGREE OF SOCIAL INEQUALITY / depending on income / 

DEGREE OF SOCIAL INEQUALITY / depending on religion 

DEGREE OF SOCIAL INEQUALITY / depending on the culture 

DEGREE OF SOCIAL INEQUALITY / depending on the minority / 

DEGREE OF SOCIAL INEQUALITY / depending on 

 

DEGREE OF CORRUPTION 

     1. Degree of corrupt action to ensure access to limited resources, benefits, rights or limited costs for 

obtaining them. 

     2. Degree of corrupt action for the performance of a lawful action and decision by the administrative 

service. 

     3. Degree of corrupt action to obtain benefits controlled by decision-makers on personal preference. 

     4. Degree of corrupt action to prevent the use of certain resources, benefits, rights by other stakeholders 

and individuals. 

     5. Degree of corrupt action for the provision of a service related to the use of inside information or to 

expedite a specific decision. 

     6. Degree of corrupt action - inaction for performing a lawful action or making a lawful decision. 

 

The forms of corruption in the public administration are the following: 

     1. Degree of non-fulfillment of a legal request by a person entitled to do so by an employee of the 

respective administration. Manifested in open refusal, tacit refusal and others. 

     2. Degree of interest in favor of third parties when the government or the relevant administration, body, 

institution is a seller. 

     3. Degree of interest in favor of third parties when the government or the relevant administration, body, 

institution is a buyer or user of certain services. 

     4. Degree of interest in favor of third parties when state and other institutions - municipal carry out right-

wing transactions. 

      5. Degree of interest in favor of third parties when the executive power controls financial and credit 

institutions, companies with licenses, companies with concessions, permits and others. 

      6. Degree of interest in favor of third parties when the executive power distributes limited funds, subsidies, 

grants, investments, social payments and others. 

      7. Degree of interest in favor of third parties When there is a service for granting and authorizing specific 

activities, permits, licenses and other regimes for performing a specific activity. 

      8. Degree of interest in favor of third parties in the collection of taxes, fees, duties 

      9. Degree of interest in favor of third parties in collecting fines, sanctions 

    10. Degree of interest in favor of third parties when state and other types of employees are authorized and 

authorized to perform control functions and to sanction third parties or companies for non-compliance. 

    11. Degree of interest in favor of third parties when government or other types of employees have important 

inside information 

    12. When there is non-transparency in decision-making and implementation of a decision or choice of 

decision. 
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CATEGORIES OF CORRUPTION ACTION: 

    1. Degree of corrupt action to ensure access to limited resources, benefits, rights or limited costs for 

obtaining them. 

    2. Degree of corrupt action for the performance of a lawful action and decision by the administrative service. 

    3. Degree of corrupt action to obtain benefits controlled by decision-makers on personal preference 

    4. Degree of corrupt action to prevent the use of certain resources, benefits, rights by other stakeholders 

and individuals. 

    5. Degree of corrupt action for the provision of a service related to the use of inside information or to 

expedite a specific decision. 

    6. Degree of corrupt action - inaction for performing a lawful action or making a lawful decision. 

 

Public values, value system of judges, prosecutors, states 

    Four categories of value systems must be distinguished: 

- - Personal value system 

- - Spiritual value system public values 

- - Career value system 

- - Family value system 

- - Cultural value system 

- - Social value system 

- 

- Only some social value systems materialize in the form of legal codes and / or laws. 

According to the Constitution, Art. 4 The Republic of Bulgaria is a state governed by the rule of law and is 

governed by the Constitution and the laws of the country and “guarantees the rights of the individual”. 

According to Art. 117/1 / the judiciary protects the rights and legitimate interests of the person. 

The individual rights of all people, including their legitimate interests, are also guaranteed. 

However, this book proves the exact opposite - it is the people of the law who do not obey the Constitution, 

do not obey the laws, do not obey the laws, do not apply the laws, do not follow the laws, write to each other 

what they want in their country. 

This all applies to representatives of the judiciary such as judges, prosecutors, investigators, statesmen, 

administration and others. 

DEMOCRACY IS RELATED TO JUSTICE. 

 

5. Princess Lady Prof. Mariola Garibova-Dobreva’s  and Prince Lord Prof. Momtchil DObrev-

Halachev’s  THEORY OF SOCIO-HUMANISM  – basics principals and  Direct democracy IN ALL 

AREAS AND AT ALL LEVELS 

 

1. At the center of this society, created on the basis of THEORY YANA SOCIO-HUMANISM of Prof. Momchil 

Dobrev and Prof. Mariola Garibova-Dobreva, is man and the environment in which he lives, which is part of 

him and inextricably linked to him. 

Human life and its value and its guarantee. 

Guarantee of life - every person is guaranteed security of basic necessities of life, including, wound, housing, 

health care, medical care, education, social security. 

The scientific, production and technological activity of the society must be directed mostly and only to the 

improvement of the quality of human life in the respective ecological environment. 

Politics and economics must ensure economic stability, no inflation, any crises, stable, equal, comparable 

prices around the world, a fixed minimum taxation, a stable currency that is independent of inflation, crises, 

etc., and the corresponding rate of return for the respective goods, which is the basis of governance in a 

society. 

This is the highest value, the goal of a society is to preserve and guarantee and ensure the value life of every 

person. There is nothing more precious than human life, 
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2 . Human rights and freedoms 

All human beings are born free and with the same rights as human beings. Everyone has the right to choose, 

everyone has rights and freedoms, and society must protect these rights and freedoms of all citizens. These 

rights and freedoms are for everyone and not for certain classes, groups of people. No one has the right to 

take away people's rights and freedoms. No one has the right to threaten these rights and freedoms with his 

decision - be it government, community and others. This includes the fundamental right to political equality, 

not only in other respects. 

 

3 . Human security and safety 

No one has the right to threaten man and his security, no one has the right to threaten man and his rights and 

freedoms. The system and society must protect it. 

           

4. UNIFORM WORLD SERVICE FOR GUARANTEE OF PEACE, fight against emergencies. Representatives of such 

countries as the United States, China, Russia, Germany, Great Britain, France will take part in this council, 

which will guarantee and ensure peace on the planet. 

                   

5 . There is generally available information for everyone about everything that is available in society. 

Everyone should have the opportunity and access to receive full information about everything - about society, 

about policies, about the budget, about the funds spent, about public projects, about investments in society, 

about movement, the distribution of public goods, the distribution of public goods. public money. Everyone 

should have access to all the information about how the decisions of the society, the tasks, the plans of the 

society are implemented. 

Independence of the media - mandatory presence of public media to provide such access and to provide 

complete information to the public. 

 

6 . System of development of human creative abilities and their satisfaction 

Society to man, for his development and existence in the spiritual and any other sphere in the respective 

ecological system, which is connected in the system man, nature, planet. 

Society to man, his development and existence, in full, spiritual plan, material plan, social plan, ecological plan 

.... 

The ideology - the system must be to create conditions for the care of man, for his development - both 

spiritual and material, spiritual, social, environmental sphere, to meet all his needs from the Maslow pyramid 

fully and comprehensively. 

The main priority of the SOCIETY BASED ON THE THEORY OF SOCIO-HUMANISM is the development of man, 

his spirituality, respectively his development in the professional sphere, in the spiritual sphere, development of 

his abilities, discovery of his personal abilities, development of these abilities, their manifestation in society. 

Raising a high pedestal of moral, ethical values of man, spiritual and moral aspirations and desires of man, 

humanity, mutual respect, self-esteem, development of human relationships. 

Education of man in the moral and ethical values of society, stimulation of the moral and ethical values of 

every person 

Creating conditions for the inclusion of the individual in and with society, and for the development of the 

individual 

Everyone in this society has the right, opportunity, access and freedom to develop, to develop their abilities, 

has the right to development and self-realization, Creating conditions for the development of creative abilities 

and gifts of man at any age. 

Raising a pedestal of human spiritual development. 

Education should not only be accessible to all, possible for all, and free and equal, but such education should 

be for the person throughout his life. 
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Education after secondary education, education among higher education, education after 25 years to his pigsty 

in which to allow a person to develop, develop and discover his new abilities creatively, and to support such 

development and realization by society. 

      Society guarantees and creates conditions for the realization of human creativity in every field. 

 

7. Justice, Equality., 

All natural resources belong to society and man in particular. They are public goods. And they must be 

distributed equally among all members of a society. 

Any monopolization of resources is excluded, and any kind of irrational anti-human anti-social use of these 

resources is excluded. 

Resources are distributed fairly among all members of the community. 

Everyone is guaranteed employment at his or her request. Wages are the same in every society for the same 

specialty, profession, position, qualification, 

Everyone has the right to private property and income, as well as from an activity corresponding to his activity. 

This society guarantees justice in society at all levels of the organization of society. 

Ie this society guarantees full justice and solves the problems of justice / injustice described in the previous 

chapter. 

    

8. Referendum democracy system 

Citizenship . Everyone has the right to participate in the government of the respective state and society, to 

participate in the respective adoption of laws, for the improvement of people's lives, for the implementation 

of laws, for the adoption of the respective budgets for realization of goals, plans, for adoption of plans for 

development in all spheres of society. 

The solution of all tasks concerning society, in the social sphere, in the ecological sphere, in the economic 

sphere, and in all other spheres will be considered by referendums, which may be attended by appropriately 

educated people who will have a minimum level of education. 

 

9. Labor system. Everyone has the right to work and to work. He works depending on qualification, 

specialization, profession, experience. In the system of the society based on the Theory of Socio-Humanism of 

Prof. Momchil Dobrev and Prof. Mariola Garibova-Dobreva, each person will have the right to work 3 days a 

week, and in the other two days of the week he must develop, participate in various courses for retraining, for 

development, for training in specialties and subjects that interest him and develop his creative abilities. 

Every two days a week, each person must deal with their personal development in various specialties, 

professions, creative abilities. 

If someone does not want to work, he will be provided, he will be guaranteed medicine, health care, 

education, social activities in the minimum amount, but there will be a requirement to train, develop and 

discover their other abilities, which may possibly are realized at a later stage. 

 

10. The economic system in the Society based on the Theory of Socio-Humanism of Prof. Momchil Dobrev and 

Prof. Mariola Garibova-Dobreva 

Apart from the fact that in every country there must be a direct democracy and a system of drawing lots for 

professional positions, control at any level, control in every field and every ministry that is specialized. The 

control will be carried out by councils on a rotating basis by qualified specialists with the respective status - 

selected by lot from the citizens. The control will be performed regarding the activities performed under the 

respective plan - programs, and control of the respective budget of the respective activity. 

In the Economy, all companies that provide basic resources - such as electricity, water, electricity, gas, oil, 

gasoline, other raw materials - must be state-run companies. Companies producing basic foodstuffs and 

foodstuffs must be state-run companies, which will be managed by the relevant ministry at the rate of profit. 

THE PROFIT RATE INDICATOR will determine the limits of the prices of goods on the market, which will ensure 

fairness of the prices of goods necessary for human existence. 
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It will be possible to form joint companies in public-private partnership, which will deal with innovations and 

whose products will benefit the people and the whole society, as the state will determine the rate of profit of 

the respective manufactured goods and services. 

    

IMPLEMENTATION OF NEW FORMS OF HUMAN RELATIONSHIPS IS IMPORTANT. 

EIGHT FUNDAMENTALS OF THE CREATIVE SOCIETY. 

ERADICATION OF CRIME. 

There is crime where there are conditions for such and its existence. 

Ie these are opportunities that are available from the conditions that cause and generate crime. 

Crime is present where there is a need for something, a shortcoming. 

If a person has everything, no need, no social protection, then he would never commit a crime. 

He really has everything he needs. 

When the minimum need of the person is the one available to him, it arises naturally if there are conditions in 

the person himself for the need to commit a crime. 

Therefore, when society satisfies and satisfies all human needs 

This is also related to education, healthcare, social system. 

   

THE SYSTEM OF DIRECT DEMOCRACY - THROUGH REFERENDUMS 

 

The current system of government is not a democracy at all, as it is not a real democracy, but rather an 

aristocratic mafia oligarchy of the global Masonic mafia elite and its deep rule in the deep state. 

The mechanism underlying this sham democracy is elections. Elections are elected on the basis of citizens' 

votes. 

These representatives, in turn, elect their proxies and representatives in the executive branch. 

History proves that these representatives represent an elite that is mafia-like, corrupt, that looks only at its 

own personal interests and, if it enters the relevant parliament, forgets about its promises, and aims and 

carries out activities that only bring it millions of profits. 

Ie this elite becomes an aristocratic oligarchy, which really represents and ultimately protects the interests of 

themselves and the few who give money and bribes, lobby with money and funds, property and others. 

In the current "democracies", a voting procedure has been adopted and chosen. 

Really so far. In reality, companies and banks finance both countries in one election - for example, in the 

United States and the two candidates of the two major parties, and whoever wins after that will work for them 

again. 

The current systems cannot be democracies because of the electoral systems and the established system of 

the global Masonic mafia elite to falsify elections. 

With the establishment of this type of government in the late 18th century in Britain, then in the United 

States, and in France after 1789. its creators knew that this had nothing to do with democracy a. 

They had no real intention of creating a demonstration. 

All these systems were created by a Masonic mafia elite and the deep government and deep state ruled by it. 

For this Masonic mafia elite, the creation of democracy was really the creation of anarchy, and the rule of the 

common people. . 

Thus, they create government through representation, which has nothing to do with democracy. 

They really wanted to end the rule of the aristocracy and replace it with their mafia-style system of 

government in which they would rule, to draw on the goods. 

 

In reality, democracy is translated as "democracy", and that state power comes from the people for the 

benefit of the people and is divided into: 

- Consensus democracy 

- Referendum direct democracy 

- Representative democracy through elected representatives 
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By people is meant the citizens. 

Essential characteristics of democracy are equality and freedom. 

Equality of all citizens in the law and equal access to power. 

The freedom of citizens is ensured through established rights and freedoms in relevant laws. 

In a representative democracy, all votes have equal weight, but in reality the ability of citizens to become 

representatives is limited, their ability to come to power is limited. 

 

In reality, however, there is no real political equality in the current systems. 

Equality in representative government is only fictitious, formal, imaginary. 

It was clear to the founders of democracy that no one would be overthrown by voting, and that the poor 

would never take power by voting in elections. 

Just because elections are a form of falsification of free choice. 

That is why it is convenient for all this global Masonic mafia elite to call this "democracy", which, however, has 

nothing to do with democracy. 

A caste of politicians is being created. 

 

BASIC PRINCIPLES OF DEMOCRACY ARE: 

The main element that shows the existence of a DEMOCRACY is the TRUE POLITICAL EQUALITY OF THE 

CITIZENS, which does not really exist at the moment. 

Not socially, economically, physically, culturally, ethnically, etc. and POLITICAL EQUALITY - EQUALITY IN 

POLITICAL DECISION-MAKING. 

In reality, decisions in a true democracy must be made collectively, through a general assembly of the people 

and not through its elected representatives. 

The Assembly is such a form of general assembly of citizens. 

The misuse of the word democracy has really devalued it. 

In reality, power is corrupted by this elite, because its value system is not the one guided by morality, honor, 

dignity, conscience. 

The current type of social system, social system, economic system constantly causes crises in every sphere of 

human activity. 

The constantly created and deliberately provoked crises in international relations, politics, economics, 

education, healthcare are rooted in the main forms of market economy - personal interest and the constant 

pursuit of ever-increasing profits. 

There is a system of organization and management of people's lives from the outside, and they cannot have 

any control and influence over those who govern their lives. This system is full of contradictions that provoke 

crises that are actually caused by the global Masonic mafia elite and its led and managed deep government 

and deep state. People's opinion is ignored, not taken into account, people's interests are violated, public 

goods are looted, and go to the management of private interests, under the pretext that man can not manage 

well state-owned companies, property, goods. 

On the other hand, egoism, egocentrism, the pursuit of success at any cost and success that brings only profits, 

income, contribution of money, while ignoring the development of human creative and spiritual abilities, come 

to the fore. 

Only such behavior and value system is tolerated, which leads to profits for certain individuals, companies, for 

certain interests, political elite, global Masonic mafia elite. 

It turns out that a system of government with a high vertical structure and a hierarchical pyramid system of 

government increasingly ignores the interests of society and people, deletes them, replaces them with their 

own personal interests for profit. 

On the other hand, the creative abilities of the person are suppressed, which does not necessarily bring profit, 

money, dividends and others. 

Such abilities are rejected, ignored. 

Apart from the fact that the hierarchical system of government, the vertical structure ceases to serve society 

and people, it at one point uses all kinds of coercive forms and measures against the people themselves. 
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"The forms of 'democracy' that we know so far, and which are based on the election of representatives to elect 

their representatives in power and in vertical hierarchical structures and organization, have nothing to do not 

only with direct democracy but also with democracy. 

The elected representatives elect their representatives, and the control, accountability, responsibility, 

dependence of the respective representative of the representatives on the choice of the citizens is actually 

lost. 

This is an imaginary democracy. 

An alternative to the current democracy is direct democracy.  

They build institutions that ensure that every member of society can participate directly in decision-making at 

the political, economic, social, environmental, cultural and all levels. 

Capitalism generates a consumer society whose value system is quite low, whose value system satisfies only 

the lowest human needs of Maslow's pyramid, where the most important are the ego, money, profit in money. 

The direct democracy of the Theory of SOCIO-HUMANISM places man and the whole system in which man 

lives environment, ecological environment - planet, plants, animals, people at the center of this system. 

The impact of these decisions on both the social system and the ecological system of the planet is always 

considered in decision-making. 

In addition, the system of direct democracy of SOCIO-HUMANISM imposes on the one hand referendums on 

the choice of: 

Program plan for a specific period. These plans-programs concern - public life, economy, social system, 

healthcare, education, internal and external security, external political and economic and international 

relations, the innovation system, the system of establishing state and / or state / private partnerships. 

Need to change laws, create new laws. 

Budgets for the implementation of these plans - programs for a specific period. 

On a rotating basis, qualified personnel are selected by lot to implement and implement these plan-programs, 

and these qualified personnel have precisely defined for this position capacity, knowledge, experience, 

experience, achievements and others. As the choice of these shots is for a specific time. For this period of time, 

these frames are reported before the period during the period, at the end of the period and after the period. 

These qualified staff have SHORT AND NON-RENEWABLE TERMS - the powers must be given for a short period. 

One-time and short terms. 

EQUALITY - POLITICAL, SOCIAL, SOCIAL IS THE CORE OF DEMOCRACY AND ITS SINGLE CONDITION. 

Because power corrupts, ie. those in office will not have the opportunity to corrupt themselves. 

CONTROL of the implementation of these adopted plan programs in each area. 

The control is from every citizen, constant access to the information about the plan-programs, their 

implementation. 

CONTROL - before the term, during the term, at the end of the term, after the term. 

CONTINUOUS ACCOUNTING 

SANCTIONS - recall, 

 

CONTROL LEVERS FOR RESPONSE TO 

      

INSTITUTIONS OF DIRECT DEMOCRACY 

The institutions are organized on a non-hierarchical basis. 

The political, economic, social, ecological system are organized on the principle of self-government, control by 

citizens, accountability to citizens at any time, appropriate system of acceptance of these actions, sanction of 

actions that do not lead to the respective results, responsiveness of management staff. 

 

THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM 

Election of the Chief Prosecutor, city, district prosecutors on the basis of referendums cover the relevant 

criteria and propose the relevant plan-programs 

Control, reporting, t responsiveness 
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INSTITUTIONS OF DIRECT DEMOCRACY 

All systems are an arrogant of the system of self-government, and control by civil society of accountability to 

civil society of the period, respectively a system of sanctions and recall. 

On non-hierarchy 

Direct democracy is applied in every sphere of the public, political, economic, ecological, social, cultural life of 

the citizens. 

Equality of rights - half-sect equality 

An additional institution of political equality is the RIGHT TO FREE SPEECH. 

In reality, the right to free speech enables every citizen to be a guardian of the public good, the public domain.   

Ie THE RIGHT TO TAKE THE WORD AND THE RIGHT TO SPEAK IS A BASIC PRINCIPLE IN DIRECT DEMOCRACY. 

EVERYONE HAS THE RIGHT TO TAKE THE WORD AT ANY TIME, ON ANY ISSUE. 

Everyone can talk. 

Purity of democracy 

It is also the right to tell the truth, to expose the lie, without having any consequences for the perpetrator. 

This is the category - it makes citizens active, responsible for what they say, say. As well as the fact that these 

opinions expressed and others are important for the relevant institutions. 

This helps citizens to be active in the whole process. 

The possibility for citizens to be passive, whether out of fear, threats, or other racketeering, coercion, to tell 

the truth, must be destroyed. 

Capitalism is just the opposite and opposite of democracy. 

Under capitalism, there is a concentration of capital, human and natural resources in the hands of a small 

group of people, the so-called global Masonic mafia elite. 

The real "democracy" at the moment is the one that belongs and serves the market of the owners of huge 

capitals, finances and others - the global Muscovite mafia elite - including Rothschild, Rockefeller, Morgan, 

Soros, Bull Gates and families of the black aristocracy and 13 families ruling the world-. 

The capitalist system rests and survives only on this concentration of wealth, money and power. 

All their companies have the power to do business that brings huge profits to them. 

The lack of democracy also leads to the environmental problems and ecological crisis created by this global 

Masonic mafia elite. 

Ie in SOCIO-HUMANISM the main task is to cover the interests of man, of the ecological system, and of all its 

inhabitants, 

ENVIRONMENTAL SOLUTIONS CLIMATE CRISES AND SOLUTIONS require democracy. 

 

SYSTEM OF DIRECT DEMOCRACY AND CONTROL OF THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM 

We have proved beyond doubt the mafia and corruption in the judiciary around the world. The oligarchy and 

the global Masonic mafia elite rule not only the states, their government, finances, capital, create all kinds of 

crises, we will not list them, but also the judiciary. 

By mafiotizing the judiciary, this global mafiaized Masonic elite legitimizes theft of assets, capital, companies, 

repression, racketeering, theft, legalizing crimes committed by them. 

The system of direct democracy and control of the judiciary in the Society created on the basis of the Theory of 

SOCIO-HUMANISM is the following: 

   1. With precise, clear criteria for experience, practice, experience, assessments, specializations when 

applying, junior judges are selected by respectively established citizens' councils on a rotating basis for a 

period of 2 / two / years, and the age cannot and should not be younger. for 30 years. To hold experience in 

law and legal sciences not less than 5-7 years. This is the election of junior judges at the district court level 

   2. The Citizens' Council exercises continuous control during this two-year period of court cases, acts, in 

connection with precisely defined ethical and moral and professional rules of conduct of junior judges. In case 

of violation - sanction - system of sanctions. 

   3. Citizens' councils are elected on a rotating basis by professional lawyers for a term of one year. 

   4. City and district judges are elected by referendum, based on a program presented to the respective 

candidate, who meets specific conditions - professional, internship, experience, and others. These judges are 
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elected for a term of 2 / two / years. They have no immunity. Control of the actions by a civil commission 

elected on a rotating basis for 1 / one / year. 

   5. The heads of all courts are elected in referendums by the civil society from the respective district - city, 

district, in defense and presentation of a respective program by the candidate. Control of the actions of the 

respective head by a civil commission. 

    6. The heads of the supreme courts are elected by referendums from the entire population. 

       The heads of the courts of appeal shall be elected by referendum in the district concerned. 

    7. The chief prosecutor is elected by the entire population in a referendum, after presenting the horn. 

 

Control is carried out by the relevant civil law council, which is on a rotating basis for one year, and its 

members deal only with this at all times, have no right to advocate, provide services, consultations and more. 

     Prosecutors at the appropriate levels are elected on the same principles above. 

 

SYSTEM OF DIRECT DEMOCRACY AND CONTROL OF THE LEGISLATIVE SYSTEM THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM 

1. Council on the agenda of changes to old laws, creation of new laws, 

System of selection by lot of applicants - professionals - lawyers to participate in law enforcement agencies. 

There are respectively developed criteria, requirements, minimum criteria and data requirements - in terms of 

experience, qualifications, expertise, which must be met by the candidates. 

In reality, the draw is based on a list of volunteers who have met these requirements and who will work on a 

rotating basis from 2-3 years full time, paid, without the right to perform other activities - to be lawyers, to 

give advice. others. 

This is a body selected by lot to 150-200 people. 

This council has and performs the role of setting the agenda, choosing areas, areas for legislation, changing 

laws in connection with a changed social environment and conditions. 

 

2. Advice on areas of law - relevant type of law - example - administrative, criminal, civil law, property law, and 

others. 

System of selection by lot of applicants - professionals - lawyers to participate in law enforcement agencies. 

There are respectively developed criteria, requirements, minimum criteria and data requirements - in terms of 

experience, qualifications, expertise, which must be met by the candidates. 

In reality, the draw is based on a list of volunteers who have met these requirements and who will work on a 

rotating basis from 2-3 years full time, paid, without the right to perform other activities - to be lawyers, to 

give advice. others. 

This is a body of 15 to 20 people selected by lot. 

This council makes proposals for changing old laws, for drafting new laws depending on areas of legislation, 

changing laws in connection with a changed social environment and conditions. 

 

3. Advice on proposals for changes in laws, for the creation of new laws, which include relevant experts, non-

governmental organizations, for the coordination of relevant laws in connection with the laws, preparation of 

final proposals for laws, paragraphs, articles of laws. 

System of selection by lot of applicants - professionals - lawyers to participate in law enforcement agencies. 

There are respectively developed criteria, requirements, minimum criteria and data requirements - in terms of 

experience, qualifications, expertise, which must be met by the candidates. 

In reality, the draw is based on a list of volunteers who have met these requirements and who will work on a 

rotating basis from 2-3 years full time, paid, without the right to perform other activities - to be lawyers, to 

give advice. others. 

This is a body selected by lot to 150-200 people. 

This council has and performs the role of setting the agenda, choosing areas, areas for legislation, changing 

laws in connection with a changed social environment and conditions. 

 

4. COUNCIL - jury for voting on the relevant laws. 
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System of selection by lot of applicants - professionals - lawyers to participate in law enforcement agencies. 

There are respectively developed criteria, requirements, minimum criteria and data requirements - in terms of 

experience, qualifications, expertise, which must be met by the candidates. 

In reality, the draw is based on a list of volunteers who have met these requirements and who will work on a 

rotating basis from 2-3 years full time, paid, without the right to perform other activities - to be lawyers, to 

give advice. others. 

This is a body selected by lot to 150-200 people. 

This council has and performs the role of setting the agenda, choosing areas, areas for legislation, changing 

laws in connection with a changed social environment and conditions. 

 

5. Council for control of the legislative process, control of application of laws, implementation of laws, 

consideration of complaints and others. 

System of selection by lot of applicants - professionals - lawyers to participate in law enforcement agencies. 

There are respectively developed criteria, requirements, minimum criteria and data requirements - in terms of 

experience, qualifications, expertise, which must be met by the candidates. 

In reality, the drawing of lots is based on a list of volunteers who have met these requirements and who will 

work on a rotating basis from 2-3 years full time, paid, without the right to perform other activities. 

In reality, the draw is based on a list of volunteers who have met these requirements and who will work on a 

rotating basis from 2-3 years full time, paid, without the right to perform other activities - to be lawyers, to 

give advice. others. 

This is a body selected by lot to 150-200 people. 

This council has and performs the role of setting the agenda, choosing areas, areas for legislation, changing 

laws in connection with a changed social environment and conditions. 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the developed by  Princess Lady Prof. Mariola Garibova-Dobreva  and  Prince Lord Prof. Momtchil 

Dobrev-Halachev  THEORT OF DEGREE of JUSTICE, THEORY OF DEGREE OF DEMOCRACY and THEORY OF  

SOCIO_HUMANISMUS – the newest justice society In  the world   the both authors received  the WORLD 

CHAMPIONSHIP  2022  IN LAW from International rating organization. 
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